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Abstract 
Queueing theory is the mathematical study of queues or waiting lines, which are formed 

whenever demand for service exceeds the capacity to provide service. A queueing system is 

composed of customers, packets or calls that need some kind of service. These entities arrive at 

queueing system, join a queue if service is not immediately available and leave system after 

receiving service. There are also cases when customers, packets or calls leave system without 

joining queue or drop out without receiving service even after waiting for some time. 

Queueing network models with finite capacity have facilitated the analysis of discrete flow 

systems, such as computer systems, transportation networks, manufacturing systems and 

telecommunication networks, by providing powerful and realistic tools for performance 

evaluation and prediction. 

 In wireless cellular systems mobility is the most important feature and continuous service is 

achieved by supporting handoff from one cell to another. Hand off is the process of changing 

channel associated with the current connection while a call is in progress. A handoff is required 

when a mobile terminal moves from one cell to another or the signal quality deteriorates in 

current cell. Since neighbouring cells use disjoint subset of frequency bands therefore 

negotiation must take place between mobile terminal, the current base station and next 
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potential base station. A poorly designed handoff scheme significantly decreases quality of 

service (QOS). Different schemes have been devised and in these schemes handoff calls are 

prioritize.  

Also most of the performance evaluation techniques consider the case where the arrival 

process is poisson and service is exponential i.e. there is single arrival and single departure. 

Whereas in practice there is burstiness in cellular traffic i.e. there can be bulk arrivals and bulk 

departures. Other issue is that, assumptions made by stochastic process models are not 

satisfied. Most of the effort is concentrated on providing different interpretations of M/M 

queues rather than attempting to provide a new methodology. 

In this thesis performance evaluation of multi traffic cellular models i.e. non priority, priority 

and hand off calling scheme for bursty traffic are devised. Moreover extensions are carried out 

towards the analysis of a multi-traffic M/M queueing system and state probabilities are 

calculated analytically. 
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CHAPTER 1    

 

In this chapter motivation, Contributions and structure of thesis is summarised. 

1.1 Motivation  
Queueing theory is mathematical study of queues or waiting lines. A queue is required 

whenever demand for service exceeds the capacity to provide service. Queueing system is 

composed of customers, packets or calls etc that needs some kind of service. These 

customers, packets or calls arrive at a service facility where such service is provided, join a 

queue if service is not immediately available and leave after receiving service. There are 

also cases when some customers, packets or calls leave system without joining queue or 

leave without receiving service even after waiting for some time. 

Study of queueing models has been of substantial active interest ever since the birth of    

queueing theory from early years of last century. It continues to be one of most extensive 

theories of stochastic models. Progress and development, both methodologically and in 

applications, are ever growing. Novel analytic treatments towards theoretical development 

of Queueing theory are being advanced, and newer areas of applications are emerging.  In 

wireless cellular systems mobility is the most important feature and continuous service is 

achieved by supporting handoff from one cell to another. Hand off is the process of 

changing channel associated with the current connection while a call is in progress. A 

handoff is required when a mobile terminal moves from one cell to another or the signal 
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quality deteriorates in current cell. Since neighbouring cells use disjoint subset of 

frequency bands therefore negotiation must take place between mobile terminal, the 

current base station and next potential base station. A poorly designed handoff scheme 

significantly decreases quality of service (QOS). Different schemes have been devised and 

in these schemes handoff calls are prioritize.  

Most of the performance evaluation techniques consider the case where the arrival 

process is poisson and service is exponential i.e. there is single arrival and single departure. 

Whereas in practice there is burstiness in cellular traffic i.e. there can be bulk arrivals and 

bulk departures. Other issue is that, assumptions made by stochastic process models are 

not satisfied. Most of the effort is concentrated on providing different interpretations 

rather than attempting to provide a new methodology. 

1.2 Contribution 

Principle contributions are as follows 

 Close form analytical expressions for multi traffic models 

 Behaviour of           is studied by taking limits of first branch of receiver and 

server centre to infinity. 

 Extension of Qing-A and Dharma P.Agrawal [12] non priority, priority and Handoff 

call Queueing scheme.  

1.3 Organization of thesis  
  Chapter 2 is literature review, includes basic definitions, concepts and notations used in 

queueing theory. 
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  Chapter 3 General birth and death model, basic queueing models like M/M/1, M/M/C etc with 

applications in wireless networks are reviewed. 

 Chapter 4 Research contributions starts here with derivation of closed form Analytical Solution 

for Originating and Handoff Call queueing scheme and Non Pre emptive Priority Handoff 

scheme. 

Chapter 5 John Almond derived solution for restricted GE/GE/1/N by taking limits of 1st branch 

of receiver centre and server centre sequentially to infinity for two stage hyper exponential 

model.  

There was a week notion that two stage hyper exponential model will give different results 

when limits are taken simultaneously and when in different order.  

Censored GE/GE/1/N model solution is derived by taking limits sequentially and simultaneously 

and then the results are compared. 

Chapter 6 Qing-A and Dharma P.Agrawal, non priority, priority and queueing handoff  schemes 

were extended from single arrival, single departure (M/M) to batch arrivals and batch 

departures (GE/GE). 

Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work 
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CHAPTER 2    

Literature Review 

2.1 Queueing theory is mathematical study of queues or waiting lines. A queue is required 

whenever demand for service exceeds the capacity to provide service. Queueing system is 

composed of customers, packets or calls etc that needs some kind of service. These customers, 

packets or calls arrive at a service facility where such service is provided, join a queue if service 

is not immediately available and leave after receiving service. There are also cases when some 

customers, packets or calls leave system without joining queue or leave without receiving 

service even after waiting for some time [1]. 

Before analysing performance of queueing systems, queueing system and its components are 

described below 

2.2 Customer Population 

Customer population is pool of people, packets or calls, from which individual customer may 

arrive at queue or waiting-line to get service. The important factor is whether the size of this 

population is infinite or finite or small. If number of potential customers are infinite than 

average arrival rate will not be affected, if there are already some customers in queue waiting 

or being served. With a small number of potential customers, the more that are already 

waiting, fewer there are to join queue, and hence arrival rate will decrease as system gets busy 

[1]. 
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2.3 Arrival pattern 

Customers arrive at random at service facility but they can also arrive in bunches or at more 

regular intervals [1].  

2.4 Queuing discipline 

Queueing discipline is the method or logic by which server selects next customer to be served 

among those waiting in queue. There are number of ways for queueing disciplines. 

Manipulating queueing discipline is one way of getting best possible service from a limited 

server capacity [1]. 

2.5 Number of servers  

Number at servers vary i.e. single server to many servers. They are of paramount importance 

and have significant impact on performance of a system. Single fast server has different 

performance characteristics from one with several slower servers, even if the total ‘service 

capacity’ is same [1]. 

2.6 Service Time 

Service time is time taken by a server to process a request, customer or call. Service time 

should not be confused with response time as response time is the total time a customer spend 

in system [1]. 
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2.7 Kendall’s notation for describing queues 

Short hand for describing a queueing system is called Kendall’s notation. Using this notation, a 

queue is described as follows 

 A/B/m/K/P/Z 

If a queue is of infinite length then customer population size is infinite and service is first-come-

first-served. Shorter notation used for this form is 

A/B/m 

Letter ‘A’ describes arrival pattern, which is distribution of time intervals between successive 

customer arrivals.  

Letter ‘B’ describes distribution of service-times.  

‘m’ is number at servers, which can be finite or infinite.  

‘K’ is maximum capacity of queueing system, i.e. maximum number of customers that can wait 

in queue for service. If no value is given it is assumed that queue is of infinite length. 

‘P’ is size of customer population. If no value is given it is assumed to be infinite. 

Common distributions used for mean inter arrival time and mean service time are 

Exponential distribution 

G General distribution 

GE Generalize exponential 
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Ek Erlang-k distribution 

Hk Hyper exponential distribution of degree k 

‘Z’ is order of service. Sometimes this is not specified as part of Kendall notation, but is 

explained alongside Kendall notation, e.g. ‘M/M/1 with LIFO service’. If order of service is not 

given it is assumed to be FIFO. Following are some common abbreviations for order of service 

FIFO first-in-first-out 

LIFO last-in-first-out 

FCFS first-come-first-served 

SIRO service-in-random-order 

Use of priority, pre-emptive, non pre-emptive, cyclic or random service is usually explained 

without the use of abbreviations [1]. 

2.8 Little’s Law 
In a steady state system  

L = λW 

Where λ is mean arrival rate, L is the expected number of customers/calls in system and W is 

expected waiting time of a customer. [3] 
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2.9 Performance Characteristics of queueing system  

When looking at performance there are mainly three different point of views that might be 

taken. First there are customers who wish to obtain service, for these customers a good system 

will be with small waiting time and preferably short service-time i.e. small response time.  

Secondly server/s, being busy but not too busy makes a good queueing system; Not very busy 

means not utilizing resources efficiently while being overloaded i.e. long queues and customers 

waiting for long to get served. Finally, good balance between keeping server’s fairly busy and 

not causing customers to wait unduly, So queueing theory can be used to predict how a system 

will perform, but what constitutes ‘good’ performance will always be a matter of judgement. 

Performance characteristics that queueing theory may be able to evaluate are as follows [1]. 

2.9.1 Waiting time and waiting line size  

Average waiting time and distribution of waiting time are usually most important statistics 

required. Associated to this is the distribution of number of customers waiting [1]. 

  2.9.2 Response time and number of customers in system 

Time a customer takes to pass through system after being served is known as response time. 

Response time is sum of time a customer spends in queue and in service, depending on the 

situation waiting time in queue or time in service may be more relevant or natural to use. 

Similarly, number of customers in system is sum of customers in queue and number of 

customers in service [1]. 
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2.9.3 Lost Customers 

In some systems there may be no queue or there may be a limited number of customers 

allowed to wait, which results in losing customers. The number of lost customers in such 

scenario is a key performance measure required to analyze system [1]. 

2.9.4 Server Utilization 

It is important to know how busy servers are. It plays an integral role in calculating other 

statistics. Also sometime it’s important to know distribution of ‘busy period’ for servers. A busy 

period starts when server is busy i.e. when customer/s arrives, and finishes when server again 

becomes idle i.e. there are no customers to serve [1].  

2.10 Maximum Entropy Formalization  

Maximum entropy (ME) solution can be articulated in terms of normalizing constant and a 

product of Lagrange coefficients analogous to constraints. In an information theoretic 

framework, the ME solution is associated with maximum disorder of system states thus is 

considered to be least biased distribution estimate of all solutions satisfying system’s 

constraints. Major discrepancies between ME distribution and an experimentally observed or 

stochastically derived distribution specify that important physical or theoretical constraints 

have been ignored.  

Principle of maximum entropy states that, of all the distributions satisfying constraints supplied 

by given information the minimally prejudiced distribution which should be chosen is one that 

maximises system entropy’s function *13, 14, 15, 16+, 
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H(p) =                       

Subject to constraint 

          =1      

                  

    

         

Where                   are mean values defined on set of functions, which can be 

defined on state space S, of a Markov process with states, namely,                   and 

can be interpreted as asymptotic probability distribution of state    at equilibrium.  

Maximization of H(p), subject to constraints 6.4.1-6.4.3, can be used in Lagrange’s method of 

undetermined multipliers leading to solution. 

      
 

 
               

 
      

Where            are lagrangian multipliers determined from set of constraints      and 

Z, in statistical physics is known as partition function. Normalizing constant is given by  

                          
 
          

2.10.1 ME Analysis for Queueing System 

Classical queueing theory was unable to handle easily the complex QNM’s with many 

interacting elements. As a consequence, alternative tools had been developed in queueing 

theory. A promising principle, which applied to the performance analysis of queueing system, 

was ME since expected values of various distributions of interest (e.g. mean queue length) are 
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usually known either in terms of first few moments of inter arrival and service time 

distributions or via measurement. Another justification behind this is that, in practice, neither 

do we generally know the probability distribution that describes arrival and service processes, 

nor that these systems satisfy assumptions made by stochastic process models, all that is 

known is few moments obtained from empirical data. The ME formalism provides an analytical 

solution approximated to that of queueing system and networks with stochastic and 

operational analysis [9, 13, 14, 15, 16] 

Most of effort of these works is concentrated on providing different interpretations for M/M/1 

queues rather than attempting to provide a new methodology based on PME, Kouvatsos in a 

series of publications [9, 13, 14, 15, 16], laid the foundation of a new analytical frame work 

which can be used to derive minimally biased approximations of performance distributions for 

G/G/1 and G/G/1/N queues, and queueing networks, subject to mean rate and SCV of inter 

arrival and service time distribution, represented by     
          

  respectively. The G/G/1/N 

queueing system analysis is subject to the following constraints  

i). Normalization 

       
          

ii). Utilization  

U  0 < U < 1  
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iii). Mean queue length 

        
           

iv). The full buffer state probability,            , is written as 

              
      

Where        
     
      

        

A general ME solution that maximizes system entropy function 

                    
        

Is given by 
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2.11 Notation for formulae 

λ    Mean arrival rate 

λo   Mean arrival rate of originating calls 

 λh    Mean arrival rate of Handover calls 

 µ   Mean Service rate 

 c    Number at servers   

 ρ Server Utilization       

 r Inter arrival time 

 N mean number of customers in system 

 Nq mean number of customers in queue 

 Ns mean number of customers in service 

W mean waiting time of a customer in system 

   Mean waiting time of a customer in queue 
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CHAPTER 3  

Queueing Models 

3.1 Queueing systems can be studied through birth-death processes, in such a process 

transitions take place from one state only to a neighbouring state. With an interval there is a 

transition from state k(≥0) to state (k+1), and with a service completion there is a transition 

from state j to state (j-1)(j>0), state denotes number of customers/calls in system. 

 All birth-death models are based on rate-equality principle, which holds for systems in steady 

state. Principle is stated as follows. [3] 

3.1.1 Rate Equality Principle 

Rate at which a process enters a state n(≥0) equals to rate at which process leaves that state n 

i.e. rate of entering and rate of leaving a particular state are same for every state. [3] 

Mean Rate in = Mean Rate out  

3.2 General Birth and Death Model 

Let us consider queueing model with single service centre where jobs inter arrival and service 

time are independent and exponentially distributed. Mean inter arrival time is denoted by 1/ λn 

, where λn is arrival rate when n jobs are in system. Mean service time is 1/ µn where µn is mean 

service rate when n jobs are in system. State of Single-server queueing model in which all jobs 

are statistically identical, is conveniently characterised as n number of jobs in service centre. 

The model is said to be in state Sn (n = 0,1,2,3,4,........) when it contains n jobs.  
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Arrivals and departures of jobs are the only events which can change state of system. It is 

assumed that probability of two such events occurring simultaneously is negligible.  

Time interval (t, t+h), where h is so small that probability of more than one arrival and or 

departure occurring during interval is negligible. If no event occur, system state does not 

change. If there is an arrival in (t, t+h) with probability λn-1h (when system is in state Sn-1 at time 

t) next state is Sn at time t+h. Note that probability of an arrival or a departure does not depend 

on past history (time t) because of memory less property of arrival and departure process. This 

type of process in which transition may take place only from the current state to one of its 

neighbours, is called birth-death process with variable birth rate λn  and variable death rate µn. It 

can be shown that a queueing system can reach a steady state condition if λn < µn   

Let N (t) be a random variable and represents number of jobs in system at time t and its 

probability distribution is given by  

Pn (t) = Pr {N (t) =n},  n = 0,1,2,3... 

To determine pn (t), one needs to determine probability pn (t+h) that system is in state Sn at 

time t+h. 

This is given by sum of three compound probabilities of following three mutually exclusive 

events: 

a). No events (arrival or departures) occur in (t,t+h) and system’s state at time t was Sn. Thus 

joint probability is given by  

pn(t)(1- λnh)(1- µnh) 
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b). One arrival and no departure occur in (t, t+h) and system’s state at time t was Sn-1.Thus joint 

probability is given by 

pn-1(t)( λn-1h)(1-µn-1h) 

c). One departure and no arrival occur in (t,t+h) and system’s state at time t was Sn+1.Thus joint 

probability is given by  

pn+1(t)(1- λn+1 h)(µn+1h) 

Note that if current state is S0, there cannot be any departures and probability in (a) is to be written as 

p0(t)(1- λ0h) and one in (b) is equal to zero. 

Thus, we have 

p0(t+h)=  p0(t)(1- λ0h) + (1- λ1h)µ1h p1(t)              ………. 3.2.1 

pn(t+h) = pn(t)(1- λnh)(1- µnh)+ pn-1(t)(λn-1h)(1-µn-1h)+ pn+1(t)(1- λn+1 h)(µn+1h)                 ……….3.2.2 

All higher order terms in h are assumed to be negligible compared to h. By Subtracting p0(t) and 

pn(t) and dividing by h, both sides of eq. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 and letting h tend toward zero. 

 

3.2a State Transition diagram  
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p0 (t+h) - p0 (t)/h = d p0 (t)/dt = - λ0 p0 (t) + µ1 p1(t)             ……….3.2.3 

   
   

pn(t+h)- pn(t)/h = d pn(t)/dt = - λn-1 pn-1(t) – (λn + µn) pn(t)   + µn+1 pn+1(t) ,n=0,1,2,..   ……….3.2.4 

Set of differential equations, which if we could solve them would yield pn(t) for all n. Instead of 

solving for pn(t), we assume that pn(t) is independent of time t i.e.      

   
   

pn(t) = pn                                                        ……….3.2.5 

for all n, where pn is the probability of n jobs in system at any point in time t i.e. system has 

reached a steady state. Rate of change of pn with respect to time t is zero i.e.  

   
   

     dpn (t)/dt = dpn/dt = 0                                                 ……….3.2.6 

Thus, at steady-state ordinary differential equations 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 become differential 

equations. 

         λ0 p0 = µ1 p1     for n = 0                                     ……….3.2.7 

        (λn + µn) pn   =   λn-1 pn-1 + µn+1 pn+1    for n = 1,2,3,......                 ……….3.2.8 

Since sum of all probabilities is equal to 1, therefore  

      
                                  ………. 3.2.9 

Equation 3.2.7 and 3.2.8 are called flow balance equations. State transition diagram of 

generalize birth and death model is presented below.  
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                   λ0                                                λ1                             λ2                                    λn-2          λn-1                                      λn                     λn+1 

                                    

                    µ1   µ2             µ3      µn-1                     µn                 µn+1               µn+2 

3.2b Transition diagram at Steady State  

At steady state condition input and output mean rates are equal. Mean input rate into Sn is λn-1 

pn-1 + µn+1 pn+1. Mean output rate from Sn is (λn + µn) pn. If we impose equality of two rates, we get 

equation 3.2.8. Similarly, steady state condition for S0 yields equation 3.2.7.  

Flow Balance Equations 

Equation 3.2.7 and 3.2.8 are solved by successive substitution to get p1, p2, p3,.... as a function of 

p0 ,  

λn      for n=0,1,2,3,........  

And µn for n=1,2,3,......... 

For n > 0 

 λn-1 pn-1+ µn+1 pn+1     = λn pn+ µn pn      

For state 0: 

λn-1 pn-1+ µn+1 pn+1     = λn pn+ µn pn      

S0 S1 S2 Sn-1 Sn Sn + 1 
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λ0 p0 = µ1 p1 

p1 = (λ0/µ1) p0 

For State 1: 

P2 = (λ1/µ2) p1 + 1/µ2 (µ1 p1-λ0p0) 

     = (λ1/µ2) p1 

P2   = (λ0 λ1/ µ1µ2) p0 

For state 2: 

P2   = (λ2 / µ3) p2 

        = (λ0 λ1 λ2/ µ1µ2 µ3) p0 

For state (n-1): 

Pn   = (λn-1 / µn) pn-1 

Pn   =  
                         

                           
       

Let Cn =  
                         

                           
   for n = 1, 2 ...                                                                            ……….3.2.10 

Then  

Pn =   
  * p0          for n = 1, 2 ...                                                             ……….3.2.11 
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Since sum of all probabilities is equal to 1 i.e.       
   , there fore we can re write equation 

3.2.11 as  

1 = (1+     
   ) * p0   

p0 = 1/ (1+     
   )                                                                                                          ……….3.2.12 
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CHAPTER 4 

Analytical Solution for Multiple Traffic Models 
 

Qing-A and Dharma P.Agrawal [12] on Originating and Handoff Queueing scheme (page13 of 

[12]) has suggested that performance measures can be derived using iterative method. For the 

probabilities p(i,j), they state that those can be found using successive over-relation method. 

Further on they consider the case when queue for originating calls is zero i.e.    , the two 

dimension markov chain is reduced to one dimension and the performance measures were 

derived. The work presented below take into account that queue for originating calls is of finite 

length and closed form performance measures are derived analytically by using global balance 

equations. 

4.1 Originating and Handoff Calls Queueing Scheme 

Model Assumptions With this queuing system there are S channels in total, Channel holding 

time is exponentially distribution with parameter µ, i.e. the service time are independently 

distributed with mean 1/ µ.   
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4.1a Model diagram 

There are two types of calls i.e. originating calls and Handoff Calls, let hh and ho be two random 

variables of inter arrival time of originating calls and Handoff Calls, All arrivals occur from an 

infinite source in accordance with a poisson process with parameter λo and λh respectively, inter 

arrival times are independent and exponentially distributed with mean 1/λo and 1/λh. Therefore 

by memory less property of exponential distribution remaining inter arrival time ∆hh and ∆ho is 

also exponentially distributed, with parameter ∆λo and ∆λh. Next arrival will be min (∆hh, ∆ho) 

[2]. Hence next arrival will also be exponentially distributed with parameter 1/λ i.e. sum of λo 

and λh 

           λ = λo + λh                                                                                   ……….4.1.1 

Originating calls are queued in queue of size Mo if sc channels are busy and wait for service; if 

queue is full the originating calls are blocked. These block calls are lost and never return to 
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system. An originating call is deleted from queue if it moves out of cell before getting service, 

rate of such calls is µd and is exponentially distributed with mean 1/ µd. while Handoff Calls are 

served until any of S servers is available to process call, handover calls that arrive and find all S 

channels busy wait in queue of length Mh and when queue is full Handoff Calls are lost and 

these lost calls depart immediately and never return to system. 

           λ = λo + λh   0≤ n2≤ Sc                           ……….4.1.2 

          λ = λh                   Sc <n2≤ S+Mh-1                                                                                               ……….4.1.3 

          λ = λo                 1≤ n1≤ Mo-1                                                                                                                                                ……….4.1.4 

                                        Else 0 

Some Handoff Calls that wait in queue may dropped out either because call is completed or of 

time out period. First one is called as smooth termination and time of smooth termination is 

exponentially distributed with mean 1/µc.  The later one is called force termination and time of 

such calls is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µh 

As µh, µc and µ are exponentially distributed and remaining time ∆µc, ∆µh and ∆µ are also 

exponentially distributed therefore next departure will be min (∆µc, ∆µhd, ∆µ). By memory less 

property of exponential distribution service time is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µc+µh 

+µ. 

 

 μn1 = n1μ                          1≤ n1≤ S                                                                        ……….4.1.4 
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      = S μ +  n1( µh + µc )                 S < n1≤ S+ Mh                                                                                               ……….4.1.5 

μn2  = Scµ+ n2µt                           1≤ n2≤ M0                    ……….4.1.6 

                                       n1= Sc 

    = n2µt                   Sc < n1≤ S+ Mh                ……….4.1.7 

                                                                1≤ n2≤ M0    

Else 0 

 

 

4.1b State transition diagram 

It’s been assumed that system has reached steady state, so for every state S(n1, n2) 

(n1=0,1,......Mh , n2=0,1,......Mo) mean flow of population into a state is equal to mean flow out 

of state. Flow balance equations form base to find performance metrics of queueing system. 
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Flow balance Equations:-  

By equating flow rate out of state (n1, n2) to rate into state (n1, n2), we obtain equilibrium 

equations for state probabilities p(n1,n2). For states (n1, n2)  

Mean flow rate in = Mean flow rate out  

When n2 =0 and 0≤ n1<Sc      

λ p(n1, n2) = (n1+1)µ p(n1+1, n2)                                                                                             ……….4.1.8 

When n1=Sc  And 1 ≤ n2< M0 

                                                                                    ……….4.1.9 

When Sc n1<S And 1 ≤ n2< M0 

                                                              

                                                                ……….4.1.10 

S n1< Mh And 1 ≤ n2< M0 

                                                          

                                                                          ……….4.1.11 

 When n1= Mh And 1 n1< M0 

                                                            

                                                                        ……….4.1.12 
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When S n1< Mh And n2= M0 

                                                              

                                                                                ……….4.1.13 

When n1=Mh And n2= M0 

                             =                                     ……….4.1.14 

   n1< S And n2= M0 

                                                                   4.1.15    

When we substitute the above rates in equation 4.1.8-4.1.15, state probabilities          exhibit the 

so called product form stated for L-Rule in [10].  

           
  

    
  

      
                                     

Where C is constant, now let          above equation will be of form 

                                             

Therefore we can write 

         
  

    
  

      
                                                                                            ……….4.1.16 

By manipulating flow rates {4.1.8-4.1.15} in equation 4.1.16 we can write 

          
   

   
        

                                                                          ……….4.1.17 
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                                            ……….4.1.18 

           
  

          
  

    
       

  
    

      
    
    

   
           Sc n1<S And 1 ≤ n2< M0                   ….4.1.19 

           
  

          
  

                    
    

   
      

  
   

 
      

    
    

    
         S n1< Mh And 

                                  1 ≤ n2< M0           …4.1.20 

          
  

          
  

                    
    

        
  
   

      
    
      
     

    S < n1 < Mh and n2= M0            4.1.21 

          
  

          
  

    
      

  
   

 
       
     

            < n1   S and  n2= M0.                             ……….4.1.22 

          
  

        

                    
    

    
      

  
      
    

    S < n1 < Mh and n2= 0            4.1.23 

          
  

        

    
  

 
       

    

            < n1   S and  n2= 0.                           ……….4.1.24 

         
  

          
  

                    
    

        
  
   

                                  ….4.1.25 

Since sum of all probabilities is equal to 1, we can write 
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  ……….4.1.24 

    
   

   
    
      

     
  

      
  
        

    
    
     

  
  

        

                    
    
    

  
      
    

 

 
  

        

      

 
       

    

   
  

          
  

           
  
    

    
    

   
        

  
  

          
  

                    
    
         

  
    

    
    

    
      

  
          

  

          
  
   

 
       
     

 

 
  

          

  

                    
    
        

  
   

    
      
     

 
  

          

  

                    
    

        
  
   

    

                                                       ……….4.1.25 

4.2 Performance Measures 

Total number of calls in system, L=            
    
             

  
    

  
      

*                                                                                                                                                                                      

Total number of originating calls in Queue,        
  
    

  
     

*                  

Total number of Handoff Calls in Queue,                     
  
    

  
           

Blocking probability of originating calls,   =       
  
     

                                       

Blocking probability of Handoff Calls,   =       
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Actual Arrival rate =                                             

Mean waiting time, W = Total number of customers/Actual arrival rate 

  
        

  
    

  
               

                   
                  

Mean waiting time of originating call in queue,    
  

                                       
 

  
     

  
    

  
     

           

         
                            

Mean waiting time of Handoff Calls in queue,    
  

                                    
 

 
                  

  
    

  
        

         
  

4.3 Numerical Results  

In this section a subset of numerical experiments are carried out. These experiments illustrate 

the credibility of solution presented and also assess the impact of different traffic patterns on 

QoS(Quality of Service).Numerical results are generated by assumed values in table 4.3a using 

Matlab 7.0.0.19920 (R14). Simulation code is given in appendix. 

λ λo λh μ S Sc μt μd+μc Qo Qh 

0 0 0 10 10 3 2 3 2 2 

20 10 10 10 10 3 2 3 2 2 

40 20 20 10 10 3 2 3 2 2 

60 30 30 10 10 3 2 3 2 2 

4.3a Table 
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4.3b Arrival Rate Vs probability of system being idle 

As mean arrival rate increases the probability of system being idle decreases as shown in graph 

4.3b.  

 

4.3c Arrival Rate Vs Mean Number of Jobs 
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As mean arrival rate increases mean number of jobs also increase, as shown in graph 4.3c. 

Mean number of handoff calls in queue are approximately zero. Hence for some queueing 

systems where there are dedicated channels for handoff calls, a queue may not be required or 

by increasing dedicated channels we can manage handoff calls without a queue. But the 

question is of optimum utilization of resources and varies from network to network.

 

4.3d Arrival Rate Vs Blocking probability 

Blocking probability increases with increase in arrival rate as shown in graph 4.3d. Also blocking 

probability of handoff calls is approximately equal to zero. Hence for some queueing systems 

where there are dedicated channels for handoff calls, a queue may not be required. 
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4.3d Arrival Rate Vs Waiting time 

Mean waiting time of calls in system decreases with increase in actual arrival rate as shown in graph 

4.3d. Originating calls are queued when all shared channels are busy processing calls and are blocked 

when queue for originating calls is full. These blocked calls are lost and never return to system. 

4.4 Conclusion 

Originating and handoff calls were merged in to one stream but interesting point to note is that 

we have calculated performance measures for both types of calls.  

Originating and handoff calling scheme analytical solution is tested for different numerical 

values, and for all arrival rates sum of all probabilities was 1, also when we assume that the 

queue for originating calls is “0”, we get expressions equivalent to M/M/C/K system. 

Analytical solution presented provide simple and cost-effective analytic building block tool 

towards the establishment of extended product form approximations and decomposition 
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algorithms for arbitrary QNMs with finite capacity, a resource towards, advances into 

performance evaluation and prediction of heterogeneous networks with multiple type traffic. 
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Qing-A and Dharma P.Agrawal [12] on Non pre emptive Priority Handoff Queueing scheme 

(page18 of [12]) has suggested that performance measures can be derived using iterative 

method. For the probabilities p(i, j, k), they state that those can be found using successive over-

relation method. The work below presents closed form performance measures that are derived 

analytically by using global balance equations. 

4.5 Non Pre-emptive Priority Handoff Scheme 

Model Assumptions With this Queueing system there are S channels in total, channel 

holding time is exponentially distributed with parameter µ, i.e. service time is independently 

distributed with mean 1/µ. 

 

4.5a Model diagram 

Calls are of four types i.e. originating voice calls, originating data calls, handoff voice calls and 

handoff data calls. Let hov, hod ,hhv and hhd be the four random variables of inter arrival time of 
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originating voice calls, originating data calls, handoff  voice calls and handoff  data calls, All 

arrivals occur from an infinite source in accordance with a poisson process with parameter λov, 

λod, λhv and λhd respectively, inter arrival times are independent and exponentially distributed 

with mean  1/λov, 1/λod, 1/λhv and 1/λhd. Therefore by memory less property of exponential 

distribution remaining inter arrival time ∆hov, ∆hod , ∆hhv and ∆hhd is also exponentially 

distributed, with parameter ∆λov, ∆λod, ∆λhv and ∆λhd. Next arrival will be min 

(∆hov,∆hod,∆hhv,∆hhd) [2]. Hence next arrival will also be exponentially distributed with 

parameter 1/λ i.e. sum of λov, λod, λhv and λhd 

           λ = λov + λod, + λhv + λhd                                         

Originating voice and data calls are blocked when Sc channels are busy processing calls. Handoff 

data calls are queued in queue of size Mo; when Sd channels are busy processing calls, if queue 

is full handoff data calls are blocked. These blocked calls are lost and never return to system. A 

handoff data call is deleted from queue if it moves out of cell before getting service, rate of 

such calls is µt and is exponentially distributed with mean 1/ µt. while handoff voice calls are 

served until any of S channels is available, handoff voice calls that arrive and find all S channels 

busy wait in queue of length Mh and in case if queue is full handoff voice calls are lost and these 

lost calls depart immediately and never return to system. 

           λ = λov + λod, + λhv + λhd  0≤ n1≤ Sc                                                                                      ..........4.5.1 

             = λhv + λhd                        Sc <n1< Sd                                         ..........4.5.2 

          λ = λhv                                 Sd ≤n1≤ S+Mh-1                                      ..........4.5.3 
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          λ = λhd                                 1≤ n2≤ Mo-1                                                            ..........4.5.4 

                                                     Else 0 

Some of handoff voice calls that wait in queue may dropped out either because call is 

completed or of time out period. First one is called as smooth termination and time of smooth 

termination is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µc.  The later one is called force 

termination and time of such calls is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µh 

As µh, µc and µ are exponentially distributed and remaining time ∆µc, ∆µh and ∆µ are also 

exponentially distributed therefore next departure will be min (∆µc, ∆µhd, ∆µ). By memory less 

property of exponential distribution service time is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µc+µh 

+µ. 

 

 μn1 = n1μ                          1≤ n1≤ S                         ..........4.5.5 

      = S μ +  n1( µh + µc )                 S < n1≤ S+ Mh                          ..........4.5.6 

μn2  = Scµ+ n2µt                           1≤ n2≤ M0                                    ..........4.5.7            

                           n1= Sc 

    = n2µt                   Sc < n1≤ S+ Mh                       ..........4.5.8 

                                                            1≤ n2≤ M0    

Else 0 
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4.5b State transition diagram 

It’s been assumed that system has reached steady state, so for every state S(n1, n2) 

(n1=0,1,......Mh , n2=0,1,......Mo) mean flow of population into state is equal to mean flow out of 

state. Flow balance equations form base to find performance metrics of queueing system. 

Flow balance Equations:-  

By equating flow rate out of state (n1, n2) to rate into state (n1, n2), we obtain equilibrium 

equations for state probabilities p(n1,n2). For states (n1, n2)  

Mean flow rate in = Mean flow rate out  

When n2 =0 and 0≤ n1<Sd      
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 λ p(n1, n2) = (n1+1)µ p(n1+1, n2)                                                                                                            ..........4.5.9 

When   n2 =0 and Sd ≤ n1<Sc      

  p(n1, n2) = (n1+1)µ p(n1+1, n2) 

When  n1=Sc And 1 ≤ n2< M0 

                                                                            ..........4.5.10 

When Sc n1<S And 1 ≤ n2< M0 

                                                                

                                                                ..........4.5.11 

When  S n1< Mh And 1 ≤ n2< M0 

                                                            

                                                                            ........4.5.12 

When  n1= Mh And 1 n1< M0 

                                                              

                                                                           ..........4.5.13 

When S n1< Mh And n2= M0 

                                                               

                                                                                    ..........4.5.14 

When n1=Mh And n2= M0 
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                             =                                     ..........4.5.15 

When    n1< S And n2= M0 

                                                         

                                                                                                              ..........4.5.16 

When we substitute the above rates in equation (4.3.9-4.3.16), state probabilities 

         exhibit the so called product form stated for L-Rule in [10] 

           
  

    
  

      
                                     

Where C is constant, now let          above equation will be of form 

                                             

Therefore we can write 

         
  

    
  

      
                                                                                              ……….4.5.17 

By manipulating flow rates {4.5.9-4.5.16} in equation 4.5.17 we can write 

          
   

   
          

                           d                                           ..........4.5.18 

          
          

    
  

          
                           c                             ..........4.5.19 

          
          

   
  

    
      

  
         

      
    
    
     

                                ..........4.5.20 
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..4.5.21  

           
          

   

     

   
  

                    
    

         
  

    
      

    

    

    

    

        

                          

                                                                 1 ≤ n2< M0        ......4.5.22      

          
          

   

     
   

  

    
      

  
   

       
       
     

                                ..........4.5.23 

                                              

          
          

   
        

  

                    
    

        
  
   

      
    
      
     

          
 
           4.5.24 

          
          

   

     

    
  

       
       

    

                                           ..........4.5.25 

                                              

          
          

   
     

                    
    

   
 
      

    
      
    

           
 
          ..........4.5.26 

 

         
 
   

      
   

        
  

                    
    

        
  
   

                                                         ..........4.5.27 

Since sum of all probabilities is equal to 1, we can write 
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                                                                                     ......4.5.27 

4.5 Performance Measures 

Total number of calls in system, L=             
    
             

  
    

  
      

*              

 Total number of handoff data calls in Queue,        
  
    

  
     

*                                       

Total number of handoff voice calls in Queue,                     
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Blocking probability of handoff voice calls,   =       
  
     

                                                 

Blocking probability of handoff voice calls,   =       
  
                                    

Blocking probability of originating voice and data calls =     = {            
    
       

       
  
    

  
      

*                                                       

Actual Arrival rate =                                                               

Mean waiting time, W = Total number of customers/Actual arrival rate 

  
        

  
    

  
               

                                            
          

 Mean waiting time of handoff data call in queue,    
  

                                         
 

  
     

  
    

  
     

           

          
                             

Mean waiting time of handoff voice calls in queue,    
  

                                           
 

 
         

  
    

  
                 

          
   

4.6 Numerical Results  

In this section a subset of numerical experiments are carried out. These experiments illustrate 

the credibility of solution presented and also assess the impact of different traffic patterns on 

QoS(Quality of Service).Numerical results are generated by assumed values in table 4.6a using 

Matlab 7.0.0.19920 (R14). Simulation code is given in appendix. 
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λo λhd λhv λ μ S Sd Sc μt μd+μc Qo Qh 

10 10 15 35 10 10 3 3 2 3 2 2 

15 15 20 40 10 10 3 3 2 3 2 2 

20 20 25 45 10 10 3 3 2 3 2 2 

25 25 30 50 10 10 3 3 2 3 2 2 

Table 4.6a 

 

4.6b Arrival Rate Vs probability of system being idle 

Arrival rate increases, probability of system being idle decreases as shown in graph 4.6b.    
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4.6c Mean number of calls Vs Arrival Rate 

Mean number of calls increases with increase in arrival rate, as shown in graph 4.6c.  

 

4.6d Blocking Probability Vs Arrival Rate 
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Blocking probability of calls increases with increase in arrival rate, as shown in graph 4.6d.  Originating 

voice and data calls blocking probability is higher, as the number of channels to process these calls is less 

compared to handoff voice and data calls.  

 

 

4.6d Mean Waiting time Vs Actual Arrival Rate 

Mean waiting time of calls in system decreases with increase in actual arrival rate as shown in graph 

4.6d. Originating voice and data calls are blocked when all shared channels are busy processing calls 

therefore such calls are not allowed to wait. These blocked calls are lost and never return to system.  

4.7 Conclusion 

Originating and handoff voice and data calls were merged in to one stream but interesting point 

to note is that we have calculated performance measures for both types of calls.  
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Non pre-emptive calling scheme analytical solution is tested for different numerical values, and 

for all arrival rates sum of all probabilities was 1, also when we assume that the queue for 

handoff calls is “0”, we get expressions equivalent to M/M/C/K system. 

Analytical solution presented provide simple and cost-effective analytic building block tool 

towards the establishment of extended product form approximations and decomposition 

algorithms for arbitrary QNMs with finite capacity, a resource towards, advances into 

performance evaluation and prediction of heterogeneous networks with multiple type traffic. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.1 Derivation of Generalize Exponential from Two Stage Hyper 

Exponential  

Demetres D Kouvatsos and John Almond in their paper on Two Station Cyclic Queues [13] 

presented analytical global balance solution for restricted GE/1/2||GE/1/2/PS (GE/GE/1/2/PS) 

i.e. arrival process get freeze when all calls are being in process in server branch, by taking 

limits of H2/1/2||H2/1/2/PS 1st branch of receiver centre and server centre sequentially to 

infinity. Also there was weak notion that Two Station Model may yield different results when 

limits are taken in different order.  

Below analytical global solution is presented for censored GE/GE/1/N i.e. arrival process 

continues and there is/are always customers trying to enter system and in case queue is full at 

server centre the customer/s are blocked. Global balance solution for GE/GE/1/N is obtained by 

taking limits of H2/H2/1/N of first branch of receiver centre and server centre to infinity, 

sequentially and simultaneously. Results are analyzed and compared. 
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5.2 Derivation of GE/GE/1/N from Two Stage Hyper Exponential Model 

Case 1 

It is important to discuss two stage hyper exponential cyclic model; Aim of analyzing this model 

is to get expressions for generalized exponential model by taking limit of 1st branch of receiver 

centre and then 1st branch of server centre, sequentially to infinity. 

Model Description 

There are two stations i.e. a receiver centre and a server centre, each having two branches. 

Inter arrival times between customers are independent and exponentially distributed with 

mean   λ  and   λ  at branch 1 and 2 respectively of receiver centre. Inter service times 

between customers are independent and exponentially distributed with mean   μ  and   μ  

at branch 1 and 2 respectively of service centre. A customer can choose any one of two 

exponential branches of receiver centre, with probability     can choose 1st branch or with 

probability   can choose 2nd branch, similarly with probability     can choose 1st branch or 

with probability   can choose 2nd branch at server centre. Pictorial representation of system is 

shown in figure 5.2a 
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5.2a Pictorial diagram Two Stage Hyper exponential cyclic model 

There are three customers in system. If there is a customer in any exponential branch of 

receiver centre than next customer has to wait in queue, no two customers can get service 

simultaneously in receiver centre. Same is true for server centre. Queue at server centre and 

receiver centre is of size 2. When there is one customer in service and one in queue at server 

centre than next customer is being censored i.e. it will get repeated service in receiver centre 

unless and until there is a departure from service centre. State transition diagram of system is 

shown in 5.2b. 
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5.2b State Transition Diagram H2/H2/1/2  

 

A state is represented by tuple (i,j,k), where i represents customer/s in receiver centre 1st 

branch or 2nd branch, j represents customer/s in queue in server centre and k represents 

customer/s in 1st or 2nd branch of server centre.  

   Means that customer departing from receiver branch will select 2nd branch of server centre 

and next customer will select the 2nd branch of receiver centre, similarly           

                  .  

  Means that next customer will select 2nd branch of receiver centre and vice versa for     . 

Similarly   means customer will select 2nd branch of server centre and vice versa for      . 
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Now let us suppose that λ 
     
     , as this happens, mean inter arrival time between customers 

at 1st branch of receiver centre becomes “0” i.e.   λ
 
 

 

 
  . Pictorial representation of 

system is shown in figure 5.2c

 

5.2c Pictorial Diagram Two Stage Hyper exponential cyclic model, when    

     
      

If a state involving 1st branch of receiver centre has one or more transitions out then it is a 

vanishing state as system never resides in it for a finite time. Timed transitions from vanishing 

states never occur [13]. System only resides in tangible states from which all transitions are 

timed. State transition diagram of system is shown in figure 5.1d 
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5.2d State Transition Diagram H2/H2/1/2 when    

     
        

Transition diagram has been reduced All vanishing states have been removed. Now let us 

suppose that  

     
     , as this happens mean inter service time of customers at branch 1 at 

server centre becomes equal to “0” i.e.   μ
 
 

 

 
  . Pictorial representation of system is 

shown in figure 5.2e. 
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5.2e Pictorial Diagram Two Stage Hyper exponential cyclic model, 

 when    

     
      and   

     
      

Now if a state involving 1st branch of server centre has one or more transitions out then it is a 

vanishing state as system never resides in it for a finite time. Timed transitions from vanishing 

states never occur. System only resides in tangible states from which all transitions are timed. 

Transitions between state (2, 0, 0), (2, 0, 2) and (2, 1, 2) are of following form 

From state (2, 0, 0) to (2, 0, 2)  

 

                              
 
             

 
       

                                    

  
      

            
 

 
    

        
                                                                                       ..........5.2.1 

And from state (2, 0, 0) to (2, 1, 2)  
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                     ..........5.2.2 

 

And from state (2, 0, 0) to (2, 0, 0) i.e. self loop  

 

                                  
 
             

 
       

  
        

            
 

 
        

        
                                   ..........5.2.3 

 

And from state (2, 0, 2) to (2,1, 2)  

 

                                

 
     

       
                            

                                                                                                                        ..........5.2.4 

 

And from state (2, 1, 2) to state (2,0, 2)  

      

                                      

And from state (2, 1, 2) to (2, 1, 2) i.e. self loop  
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                                        ..........5.2.5 

 

And from state (2, 1, 2) to state (2, 0, 0)  

 

=                                                                                                     ..........5.1.6 

 

State transition diagram of system as per equation 5.2.1 - 5.2.6 is shown in figure 5.2f  

5.2f State Transition diagram H2/H2/1/2 when    

     
      and   

     
      

By solving aggregate global balance equations for tangible states, single step Birth & Death 

model is deduced [Appendix]. State transition diagram for single step Birth & Death model is 

shown in figure 5.2g  
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5.2g State transition diagram H2/H2/1/2 when    

     
      and   

     
      

For GE Inter arrival and service time are independent and identically distributed according to GE 

distribution and geometrically distributed batches are of renewal one [5], therefore mean bulk 

arrival rate is    and mean bulk departure rate is   . By substituting    with    and    with 

    we get solution for censored GE/GE/1/N as follows 

Flow Balance Equations 

Mean flow in = Mean flow out 
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State transition diagram for N number of customers is shown in figure 5.2h 

 

5.2h State transition diagram Censored GE/1/N GE/1/N  
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5.3 Derivation of Censored GE/GE/1/N from Two Stage Hyper 

Exponential Model Case 2 

Aim of analyzing this model is to get expressions for generalized exponential model by taking 

limit of 1st branch of receiver centre and server centre simultaneously to infinity. 

Model Description 

There are two stations i.e. a receiver centre and a server centre, each having two branches. 

Inter arrival times between customers are independent and exponentially distributed with 

mean   λ  and   λ  at branch 1 and 2 respectively of receiver centre. Inter service times 

between customers are independent and exponentially distributed with mean   μ  and   μ  

of branch 1 and 2 respectively of service centre. A customer can choose any one of two 

exponential branches of receiver centre, with probability     can choose 1st branch or with 

probability   can choose second branch, similarly with probability     can choose 1st branch 

or with probability   can choose 2nd branch at server centre. Pictorial representation of system 

is shown in figure 5.3a 

 

5.3a Pictorial diagram Two Stage Hyper exponential cyclic model 
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There are four customers in total in system. If there is a customer in any exponential branch of 

receiver centre than next customer has to wait in queue, no two customers can get service 

simultaneously in receiver centre. Same is true for server centre. Queue of receiver and server 

centre is of size 3. When there is one customer in service and two in queue at server centre 

than next customer is being censored i.e. it will get repeated service in receiver centre unless 

and until there is a departure from service centre.  

A state is represented by tuple (i,j,k), where i represents customer/s in receiver centre 1st 

branch or 2nd branch, j represents customer/s in queue in server centre and k represents 

customer/s in 1st or 2nd branch of server centre.  

   Means that customer departing from receiver branch will select 2nd branch of server centre 

and next customer will select the 2nd branch of receiver centre, similarly           

                  .  

  Means that next customer will select 2nd branch of receiver centre and vice versa for     . 

Similarly   means customer will select 2nd branch of server centre and vice versa for    

  .State transition diagram is shown in figure 5.3b. 
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5.3b State Transition Diagram H2/H2/1/4 

 

Now let us suppose that λ 
     
     ,  and   

     
     , simultaneously as this happens, mean inter 

arrival time at 1st branch of receiver centre and mean inter service timeserver centre becomes 

“0” i.e.   λ
 
 

 

 
  ,    μ

 
 

 

 
  . Pictorial representation of system is shown in figure 5.3c  
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5.3c Pictorial Diagram Two Stage Hyper exponential cyclic model, 

 when    

     
      &   

     
      

Now if a state involving 1st branch of receiver centre and server centre has one or more 

transitions out then it is a vanishing state as system never resides in it for a finite time and 

timed transitions from vanishing states never occur. System only resides in tangible states from 

which all transitions are timed.  

Transitions between state (2, 0, 0), (2, 0, 2) and (2, 1, 2) are of following form, 

From state (2, 0, 0) to (2, 0, 2)  

 

                                                    

  
    

            
 

 
    

        
                  ……….5.3.1 

And from state (2, 0, 0) to (2, 1, 2)  
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                                         ……….5.3.2 

 

And from state (2, 0, 0) to (2, 2, 2)  

 

                                                         

 

 
         

            
 

 

 
         

        
                   ……….5.3.3 

And from state (2, 0, 0) to (2, 0, 0) i.e. self loop  

 

                                                        

                                          

 
        

            
 

 

 
        

        
                          ……….5.3.4 

And from state (2, 0, 2) to (2, 1, 2)  
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                                                         ……….5.3.5 

And from state (2, 0, 2) to (2, 2, 2)  

                            ……….5.3.6 

 

And from state (2, 2, 2) to (2, 2, 2)  

 

                                

 

 
     

       
                  

                            

                                                                      ……….5.3.7 

And from state (2, 1, 2) to (2,2,2) i.e. self loop  

                                

 
     

       
 

                        

                                                                                ……….5.3.8 

And from state (2, 2, 2) to state (2,1, 2)  

                                           

                                          ……….5.3.9 

                    

And from state (2, 2, 2) to state (2, 0, 2)  
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                                 ……….5.3.10 

And from state (2, 2, 2) to (2, 0, 0)  

 

                                               ……….5.3.11 

And from state (2, 1, 2) to state (2, 0, 0)  

                                     ……….5.3.12 

State transition diagram of system as per eq5.2.1-5.2.12 is shown in figure 5.2d  

 

5.3d State Transition diagram H2/H2/1/3, when    

     
      &   

     
        

By solving aggregate global balance equations for tangible states, single step Birth & Death 

model is deduced [Appendix]. Transition diagram for single step Birth & Death model is shown 
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in figure 5.3e.   

 

5.3e H2/H2/1/3 Global Balance State transition diagram, 

When    

     
      &   

     
      

For GE, Inter arrival and service time are independent and identically distributed according to 

GE distribution and geometrically distributed batches are of renewal one [5], therefore mean 

bulk arrival rate is    and mean bulk departure rate is   . By substituting    with    and 

   with     we get solution for censored GE/GE/1/N.  

Flow Balance Equations 

Mean flow in = Mean flow out 
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The transition diagram for N number of customers is shown in figure 5.3f. 

 

5.3f Censored GE/1/N GE/1/N state transition diagram 

From flow balance equations above, let   

  
   

          
                                                        ……….5.3.13 

  
            

            
                                             ……….5.3.14 

  
            

            
                                            ……….5.3.15 

To get expressions for mean inter arrival time and squared co-efficient of variance     
  , mean 

service time and squared coefficient of variance     
 , substitute   

 

  
   

       
 

  
   

 in 

5.3.1.13-5.3.1.14, we get 

  
  

   
    

     
                                            ……….5.3.16 
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                                             ……….5.3.17 

  
   

    
     

    
    

  
    

                                 ……….5.3.18 

g, x and y are Lagrange co-efficient and will be used in proceeding section for Maximum 

entropy formalization. 
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5.5 Derivation of GE/BPP/1/N from Two Stage Hyper Exponential Model 

Special Case  

Prime objective to study this special case of H2/H2/1/N, when first branch of receiver centre 

and server centre goes to infinity is to study behaviour of system when no customer is allowed 

to go through zero branch of server centre, when arrived in an system empty. Similar system 

was solved by [23] by using Z-Transform approach. 

 System will be than transform to GE/   /1/N and closed form expressions are obtained. 

Model Description 

There are two stations i.e. a receiver centre and a server centre, each having two branches. 

Inter arrival and inter service time between customers are independent and exponentially 

distributed with mean   λ  at branch 2 of receiver centre and with mean   μ  at branch 2 of 

service centre respectively. A customer can choose any one of two exponential branches of 

receiver centre, with probability     can choose 1st branch or with probability   can choose 

second branch, with probability     can choose 1st branch or with probability   can choose 

2nd branch at server centre. Pictorial representation of system is shown in figure 5.5.1a 
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5.5.1a Pictorial Diagram Two Stage Hyper exponential cyclic model, 

 when    

     
      &   

     
      

State transition diagram of system is shown in figure 5.5.1b 

 

5.5.1b Transition diagram H2/H2/1/3, when    

     
      &   

     
        

Flow balance equations 

λ      μ           μ            μ                         ……….5.5.1 

 λ
 
 μ       λ        μ            μ

 
                                                             ……….5.5.2 
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 λ
 
 μ       λ            λ        μ                                                             ……….5.5.3 

μ      λ            λ           λ                                                                  ……….5.5.4 

By solving aggregate global balance equations (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), for tangible states, single step 

Birth & Death model is deduced [Appendix]. State probabilities are as follows 

     
λ            

 λ       μ  
                                                                  ……….5.5.5 

     
 λ       μ  

 λ       μ  
                                                                ……….5.5.6 

     
 λ       μ  

μ           
                                                                                                                              ……….5.5.7 

For GE Inter arrival and service time are independent and identically distributed according to GE 

distribution and geometrically distributed batches are of renewal one [5], therefore mean bulk 

arrival rate is    and mean bulk departure rate is   . By substituting    with    and    with 

    we get solution for censored GE/BPP/1/N as follows 

     
λ            

λ         
                                                                                                                    ……….5.5.8 

     
λ         

λ         
                                                                                                                       ……….5.5.9 

     
λ        μ

μ           
                                                                                                                  ……….5.5.10 

By multiplying and dividing eq. 5.5.8-5.5.10 by  , we get 

     
             

         
                                                                                                             ……….5.5.11 

     
         

         
                                                                                                                   ……….5.5.12 

     
         

           
                                                                                                                ……….5.5.13 

State transition diagram is given in figure 5.5.1c 
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5.5.1c GE/BPP/1/3 Global balance Diagram 

System can be now extended to N number of customer. State transition diagram for N 

customers is shown in figure 5.5.1d 

 

5.5.1d GE/BPP/1/N Global balance Diagram 

5.4 Conclusion 

From section 5.1 and 5.2, it has been proved that taking 1st branch of receiver centre and server 

centre to infinity in any order i.e. sequentially or simultaneously will result in same solution. 

Hence it can be said that           will converge to censor            when 1st branch of 

receiver centre and server centre goes to infinity in any order. 
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For any queueing system the maximum entropy equation for p(n) is of same form which is 

     
 

 
                

But the Lagrange coefficients are different depending upon behaviour of queueing model. [9, 

14, 15, 5.3.3].  

Maximum entropy formalization calculated in 5.3 is for censored queue, where arrival process 

is continuous while in [14, 15], arrival process is halted and starts again as soon as there is a 

departure. In [9] queue is of infinite length and have only two Lagrange coefficients, the 

Lagrange coefficient       is 1, as f(n)=0 [5.3.3].   

An interesting phenomenon to note is that Lagrange coefficient x remain same for all the 

aforementioned systems [9, 14, 15] and only g and y is changing. In [9] g and x are same as 

5.3.13-5.3.14, reason being is that for restricted queue arrival process is halted, for infinite 

queue arrival process is continuous and no customer is being blocked while for censored queue 

arrival process is continuous but customers are blocked when queue is full.  
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CHAPTER 6    

Derivation of Performance Measures for Bursty multi Traffic Wireless 

cell under different traffic scenario’s  

6.1 Non Priority Scheme  

GE/GE/1/N solution devise in section [5.2-5.3] is extended to GE/GE/C/C.  

Model Description Traffic arriving at receiver centre consists of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls. let hh and ho be two random variables of inter arrival time of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls and are exponentially distributed with parameter λo and λh respectively, 

therefore by memory less property of exponential distribution remaining inter arrival time  ∆hh 

and ∆ho is also exponentially distributed, with parameter ∆λo and ∆λh. Next arrival will be min 

(∆hh, ∆ho) [2]. Hence next arrival will also be exponentially distributed with parameter 1/λ i.e. 

sum of λo and λh 

           λ = λo+λh 

Channel holding time has exponential distribution with mean rate µ. Calls are not allowed to 

wait if no channel is available. Calls that arrive and find all the C channels busy are lost. Such 

lost calls depart immediately and never return to system. 

Calls arrive in bulks, mean number of calls arriving in bulk per unit of time is given by   , where 

  is mean number of bulks arriving per unit of time.  Also    is mean number of calls departing 

in bulk per unit of time, where   is mean number of departing bulks. 
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6.1a Censored GE/GE/C/C non priority loss system Model diagram 

To get closed form expressions, GE model is deduced from Two Stage Hyper Exponential model, 

by taking limit of first branch of receiver and server centre to infinity, as in section 5.1 and 5.2. 

Single state is define by (i, j), where i is the number of calls in receiver centre of system and j 

represents number of calls in service centre. First flow balance equations are derived for four 

customers and then are extended to C. State transition diagram for H2/H2/3/4 is shown in 

figure 6.1b. 
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6.1b State Transition Diagram H2/H2/3/4, when    

     
      &   

     
      

Flow Balance Equations 

Mean Flow in = Mean flow out 

    

           
                                                                                                                                  ……….6.1.1 

 
    

           
         

    

           
                                                                                 ……….6.1.2 

 
    

        
          

          

           
     

    

           
             ……….6.1.3 

        
          

           
     

         

           
     

   

        
                                                        ……….6.1.4 

After solving flow balance equations [Appendix] 6.1.1-6.1.4, we can write 

                                                                                                                     ……….6.1.5                  

                                                                                     ……….6.1.6 
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                                                                                                           ……….6.1.7 

Global balance state transition diagram is shown in figure 6.1c 

6.1c H2/H2/3/3 Global balance State Transition Diagram, 

 when    

     
      &   

     
      

As Inter arrival and service time are independent and identically distributed according to GE 

distribution and geometrically distributed batches are of renewal one [5], therefore mean bulk 

arrival rate is    and mean bulk departure rate is   . By substituting    with    and    with 

    we get solution for censored GE/GE/C/C. 

Also from eq6.1.5, 6.1.6 and 6.1.7 solution can be extended to C channels and we can write as 

follows 
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. 

. 

. 

. 

     
                 

            
       

State transition diagram of system is shown in figure 6.1d. 

 

6.1d Censored GE/GE/C/C loss system State transition Diagram 

Since sum of all probabilities is equal to 1, therefore we can write 

       

 

   

 

 
                   

    

                
      

                                                                                                   ……….6.1.8 

         
                   

    

                
 

 
                                                                                             ……….6.1.9 
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6.2 Priority Scheme 

GE/GE/C/C solution devise in section [6.1] is extended to GE/GE/C/C priority loss system. 

Model Description Traffic arriving at receiver centre consists of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls. let hh and ho be two random variables of inter arrival time of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls, and are exponentially distributed with parameter λo and λh respectively, 

therefore by memory less property of exponential distribution remaining inter arrival time  ∆hh 

and ∆ho is also exponentially distributed, with parameter ∆λo and ∆λh. Next arrival will be min 

(∆hh, ∆ho) [2]. Hence next arrival will also be exponentially distributed with parameter 1/λ i.e. 

sum of λo and λh 

           λ = λo+λh 

Channel holding time has exponential distribution with mean rate µ.There are    shared 

channels. Originating calls that arrive and find shared channels busy processing calls are lost 

while Handoff Calls are lost when all C channels are busy processing calls, lost calls depart 

immediately and never return to system. 

Calls arrive in bulks; mean number of calls arriving in bulk per unit of time is given by   , where 

  is mean number of bulks arriving per unit of time.  Also    is mean number of departing calls 

in bulk per unit of time, where   is mean number of departing bulks. Model diagram of system 

is shown in figure 6.2a 
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6.2a GE/GE/C/C priority loss system Model diagram 

State transition diagram is shown in figure 6.2b.  

 

6.2b GE/GE/C/C priority loss system State Transition Diagram 

Flow Balance Equations 

Mean flow in = Mean flow out 
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                      ……….6.2.1         

      
                   

   

               
                    ..........6.2.2 
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                               ……….6.2.3 

Since sum of all probabilities is equal to 1, therefore we can write 

       

 

   

 

                                

      
                   

   

               
     

  
    

 
                   

  
   

                        
    
   

         

               
        

                                            ……….6.2.4  

 

         
                   

   

               
 

  
     

                   
  
   

                        
    
   

         

               
 

 
                           ......6.2.5 
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6.3 Non-priority Handoff Call Queueing Scheme 

GE/GE/C/C solution devise in section [6.1] is extended to GE/GE/C/N system.  

Model Description Traffic arriving at receiver centre consists of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls. let hh and ho be two random variables of inter arrival time of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls, and are exponentially distributed with parameter λo and λh respectively, 

therefore by memory less property of exponential distribution remaining inter arrival time  ∆hh 

and ∆ho is also exponentially distributed, with parameter ∆λo and ∆λh. Next arrival will be min 

(∆hh, ∆ho) [2]. Hence next arrival will also be exponentially distributed with parameter 1/λ i.e. 

sum of λo and λh 

           λ = λo+λh 

Channel holding time has exponential distribution with mean rate µ.Originating calls and 

Handoff Calls that arrive and find   channels busy processing calls are queued, all calls are 

blocked when queue is full; these lost calls depart immediately and never return to system. 

Calls arrive in bulks, mean number of calls arriving in bulk per unit of time is given by   , where 

  is mean number of bulks arriving per unit of time.  Also    is mean number of departing calls 

in bulk per unit of time, where   is mean number of departing bulks. Model diagram of system 

is shown in figure 6.3a 
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6.3a GE/GE/C/N non priority system Model Diagram 

To model behaviour of system, GE model is deduced from Two Stage Hyper exponential model 

by taking limit to infinity of first branch of receiver and server centre simultaneously, as in 

section [6.1]. Single state is define by (i,j), where i is the number of calls in receiver centre of 

and j represents number of calls in service centre. First flow balance equations are derived for 

GE/GE/3/5 and then are extended to N. State transition diagram is shown in figure 6.3b. 
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6.3b H2/H2/3/5 State Transition Diagram, when    

     
      &   

     
      

Flow Balance Equations 

Mean Flow in = Mean flow out 

   

        
                                                                                                                                       ……….6.3.1 

 
   

        
         

    

           
                                                                                    ……….6.3.2 
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              6.........6.3.3  

             
           

           
     

          

           
     

    

        
                    

             ....6.3.4           

             
           

           
     

           

           
     

         

        
                      ..6.3.5 

        
          

           
     

          

           
     

         

        
                               ...6.3.6 

After solving flow balance equations [Appendix] 6.4.1 - 6.4.7, we get following 

                                                                                                                                    ……….6.3.7 

                                                                                                                  ……….6.3.8 

                                                                                                               ………..6.3.9 

                                                                                                            ………..6.3.10 

                                                                                                           ..........6.3.11 

State transition diagram is shown in figure 6.3c 
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6.3c H2/H2/3/5 Global balance State Transition Diagram,  

When    

     
      &   

     
      

As Inter arrival and service time are independent and identically distributed according to GE 

distribution and geometrically distributed batches are of renewal one [5], therefore mean bulk 

arrival rate is    and mean bulk departure rate is   . By substituting    with    and    with 

    we get solution for censored GE/GE/C/N. 

                                                                                                                                     

                               ……….6.3.12 

                                                                                                              

                                            ……….6.3.13 

                                                                                              

                                                                                             ………..6.3.14 

                                                                                                         ..........6.3.15 

Solution obtained can be extended to C channels and a queue of size N, as follows 
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State transition diagram for N customers is shown in figure 6.3d 

 

6.3d Censored GE/GE/C/N State Transition Diagram  
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        ..6.3.19 

Since sum of all probabilities is equal to 1, therefore we can write 
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6.4 Priority Handoff Call Queueing Scheme 

GE/GE/C/N solution devise in section [6.3] is extended to GE/GE/C/N priority system.  

Model Description Traffic arriving at receiver centre consists of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls. let hh and ho be two random variables of inter arrival time of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls, and are exponentially distributed with parameter λo and λh respectively, 

therefore by memory less property of exponential distribution remaining inter arrival time  ∆hh 

and ∆ho is also exponentially distributed, with parameter ∆λo and ∆λh. Next arrival will be min 

(∆hh, ∆ho) [2]. Hence next arrival will also be exponentially distributed with parameter 1/λ i.e. 

sum of λo and λh 

           λ = λo+λh 

Channel holding time has exponential distribution with mean rate µ.Originating calls that arrive 

and find    channels busy processing calls are lost while Handoff Calls are processed when any 

of C channels are available and are queued when all C channels are busy processing calls. Hands 

off calls are lost when queue is full. All lost calls depart immediately and never return to 

system.  

Calls arrive in bulks, mean number of calls arriving in bulk per unit of time is given by   , where 

  is mean number of bulks arriving per unit of time.  Also    is mean number of departing calls 

in bulk per unit of time, where   is mean number of departing bulks. The block diagram of 

system is shown in figure 6.4a 
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6.4a Model Diagram 

State transition diagram of system is shown in figure 6.4b 

 

6.4b Censored GE/GE/C/N State Transition Diagram  

Flow Balance Equations 

Mean Flow in = Mean flow out 
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Since sum of all probabilities is equal to 1, therefore we can write 
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6.5 Priority Handoff Scheme with Drop out Handoff Calls from queue 

GE/GE/C/N solution devise in section [6.4] is extended to GE/GE/C/N priority system with drop 

out Handoff Calls.  

Model Description Traffic arriving at receiver centre consists of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls. let hh and ho be two random variables of inter arrival time of originating calls and 

Handoff Calls, and are exponentially distributed with parameter λo and λh respectively, 

therefore by memory less property of exponential distribution remaining inter arrival time  ∆hh 

and ∆ho is also exponentially distributed, with parameter ∆λo and ∆λh. Next arrival will be min 

(∆hh, ∆ho) [2]. Hence next arrival will also be exponentially distributed with parameter 1/λ i.e. 

sum of λo and λh 

           λ = λo+λh 

Channel holding time has exponential distribution with mean rate µ.Originating calls that arrive 

and find    channels busy processing calls are lost while Handoff Calls are processed when any 

of C channels are available and are queued when all C channels are busy processing calls. Hands 

off calls are lost when queue is full. All lost calls depart immediately and never return to 

system. Also Handoff Calls are dropped from GE type queue while they are waiting for service, 

they are dropped either because call is completed or of time out period. First one is called as 

smooth termination and time of such calls is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µc.  The 

later one is called force termination and time of such calls is also exponentially distributed with 

mean 1/µh 
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As µh, µc and µ are exponentially distributed and remaining time ∆µc, ∆µh and ∆µ are also 

exponentially distributed therefore next departure will be min (∆µc, ∆µh, ∆µ). By memory less 

property of exponential distribution service time is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µc+µh 

+µ. 

Let   µt = µc+µh 

Calls arrive in bulks; mean number of calls arriving in bulk per unit of time is given by   , where 

  is mean number of bulks arriving per unit of time.  Also    is mean number of departing calls 

in bulk per unit of time, where   is mean number of departing bulks. Block diagram of system is 

shown in figure 6.5a 

 

6.5a Model Diagram 

State transition diagram of system is shown in figure 6.5b 
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                                              6.5b GE/GE/C/N State Transition Diagram  

 

Flow Balance Equations 

Mean Flow in = Mean flow out 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion and Future Work  

In chapter 4, Focusing on handoff channel assignment scheme where dedicated channels are 

provided for handoff calls and finite queues for both new and handoff calls, a performance 

measure study was undertaken based on the analysis of a finite capacity M/M/c/K building 

block queue with c servers, where call arrival process is poisson and inter arrival, inter service 

and call time out periods are exponentially distributed. A novel closed form steady state 

probability distribution was determined and subsets of numerical experiments were carried 

out. These experiments illustrated the credibility of solutions and also assessed the impact of 

different traffic patterns on QoS. 

The analytical solution presented provide simple and cost effective analytic building block tool 

towards the establishment of extended product form approximations and decomposition 

algorithms for arbitrary QNMs with finite capacity, is also a resource towards advances into 

performance evaluation and prediction of heterogeneous networks with multiple type traffic.  

Most of the performance evaluation techniques consider the case where the arrival process is 

poisson and service is exponential i.e. there is single arrival and single departure. Whereas in 

practice there is burstiness in cellular traffic i.e. there can be bulk arrivals and bulk departures. 

Other issue is that, assumptions made by stochastic process models are not satisfied. Most of 

the effort is concentrated on providing different interpretations rather than attempting to 

provide a new methodology. 
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In chapter 5, analytical expressions for censored GE/GE/1/N were derived by taking limits of the 

first exponential branch of receiver and server centre simultaneously and sequentially. The 

results were compared and it was found that two stage hyper exponential model will yield 

similar results regardless of the order in which the limits are taken to infinity of exponential 

branch.  

The results obtained in chapter 5 were extended to get closed form analytical expressions for 

non priority loss system, priority loss system, Non priority handoff call queueing scheme, 

priority handoff call queueing scheme and priority handoff call queueing scheme with drop out 

calls from queue in chapter 6.    

Worked carried out in chapter 6 can be extended in different dimensions.  

Can be used to extend the work towards the establishment of extended product form 

approximations and decomposition algorithms for arbitrary QNMs with finite capacity. 

Can use the solutions as basic building block and extend it for performance evaluation and 

prediction of heterogeneous networks.  

In [22, P249-260] principle of MRE is used as a method of inference to the problem of 

estimating the finite buffer stationary qld, given, as a prior estimate, the qld of corresponding 

infinite buffer queue. The MRE method in [22] has shown to yield exact results for the 

     /  / ,        /  /  and       /  / , the approach can be used to investigate for GE, 

BPP and other queues.  
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The GE solutions derived can be investigated for HOL and LCFS, with revised arrival and 

departure rates.  
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Code for Originating and handoff calling scheme 

or = 10; %originating calls 

hd=10;  %handoff calls 

sc=3; %shared channels 

mu=10; %service time 

mut=2; %drop out originating calls 

mud=3; %drop out handoff calls 

c=10; %total number of channels 

lamda = or+hd; 

mo = 2; %originating calls queue length 

mh=2; %hand off calls queue length 

rhoa = lamda/mu; 

p0=0; %probability of idle system 

 

for i=1:sc  %calculation from 1 to sc 

p0=p0+((rhoa^i)/(factorial(i)));     

end 
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j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= 1:mo 

for i=1:mo 

temp = ((rhoa^sc/factorial(sc))*(or^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

end 

for i=sc:c-1 %calculation n1=sc:S-1 & n2 = 1:mo-1 

   for j=1:mo-1 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 

    p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

  end 
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end 

for i=c:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c:mh-1 & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

    end 

end 

j=mo; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=mo 

for i = sc+1:c 
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    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp1=temp1*(x*mut); 

    end 

    p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

end 

 

j=mo; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1 

    temp=((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    temp2=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp2=temp2*(x*mut); 
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    end 

    temp1=temp1*temp2; 

    p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

end 

j=0; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=0 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    p0=p0+temp; 

end 

 

j=0; 

for i=c+1:c+mh 

    temp=((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 
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end 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        p0=p0+((hd^(c+mh-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1)); 

        p0=1/p0; 

         

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

        %calculation of probabilities 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

         

p=p0;  

 

for i=1:sc  %calculation from 1 to sc 

p=p+(p0*((rhoa^i)/(factorial(i))));     

end 

j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= 1:mo 

for i=1:mo 

temp = ((rhoa^sc/factorial(sc))*(or^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 
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for i=sc:c-1 %calculation n1=sc:S-1 & n2 = 1:mo-1 

   for j=1:mo-1 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 

    p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

  end 

end 

for i=c:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c:mh-1 & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 
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        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 

end 

j=mo; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=mo 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp1=temp1*(x*mut); 

    end 

    p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

 

j=mo; 
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for i=c+1:c+mh-1 

    temp=((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    temp2=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp2=temp2*(x*mut); 

    end 

    temp1=temp1*temp2; 

    p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

j=0; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=0 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    p=p+(p0*temp); 

end 
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j=0; 

for i=c+1:c+mh 

    temp=((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 
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        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        p=p+(p0*((hd^(c+mh-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        sum_of_all_probabilities =p 

        probability_of_idle_system=p0 

         

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

        %calculation of mean queue length 

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

         

L=0;  

 

for i=1:sc  %calculation from 1 to sc 

L=L+(i*(p0*((rhoa^i)/(factorial(i)))));     

end 

W=0; 
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j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= 1:mo 

for i=1:mo 

temp = ((rhoa^sc/factorial(sc))*(or^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

W=W+(i*(p0*(temp/temp1))); 

end 

L=L+(j*W); 

W=0; 

for i=sc:c-1 %calculation n1=sc:S-1 & n2 = 1:mo-1 

   for j=1:mo-1 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 
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    W=W+(j*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

   end 

L=L+(i*W); 

W=0; 

end 

W=0; 

for i=c:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c:mh-1 & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 
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        W=W+(j*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 

    L=L+(i*W); 

    W=0; 

end 

W=0; 

j=mo; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=mo 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp1=temp1*(x*mut); 

    end 

    W=W+(i*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

L=L+(j*W); 

W=0; 

j=mo; 
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for i=c+1:c+mh-1 

    temp=((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    temp2=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp2=temp2*(x*mut); 

    end 

    temp1=temp1*temp2; 

    W=W+(i*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

L=L+(j*W); 

W=0; 

j=0; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=0 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 
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    W=W+(i*p0*temp); 

end 

L=L+W; 

W=0; 

j=0; 

for i=c+1:c+mh 

    temp=((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    W=W+(i*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

L=L+W; 

W=0; 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 
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        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(i*j*p0*((hd^(c+mh-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        L=L+W; 

         Mean_number_of_jobs=L 

         

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%          

       %mean number of originating calls 

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    

Lo=0;  

W=0; 

j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= 1:mo 

for i=1:mo 
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temp = ((rhoa^sc/factorial(sc))*(or^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

W=W+(i*(p0*(temp/temp1))); 

end 

Lo=Lo+W; 

W=0; 

for i=sc:c-1 %calculation n1=sc:S-1 & n2 = 1:mo-1 

   for j=1:mo-1 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 

    W=W+(j*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

   end 
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Lo=Lo+W; 

W=0; 

end 

W=0; 

for i=c:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c:mh-1 & n2=1:mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(j*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 
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    Lo=Lo+W; 

    W=0; 

end 

W=0; 

j=mo; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=mo 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp1=temp1*(x*mut); 

    end 

    W=W+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

Lo=Lo+(j*W); 

W=0; 

j=mo; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1 

    temp=((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 
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    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    temp2=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp2=temp2*(x*mut); 

    end 

    temp1=temp1*temp2; 

    W=W+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

Lo=Lo+(j*W); 

W=0; 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 
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        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(j*p0*((hd^(c+mh-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        Lo=Lo+W; 

        Mean_number_of_originating_calls=Lo 

         

         

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%          

       %mean number of handoff calls in queue 

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    

Lh=0;  

W=0; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c+1:mh-1 & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 
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        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 

    Lh=Lh+(i*W); 

    W=0; 

end 

W=0; 

j=0;  %n1=c+1:mh 

for i=c+1:c+mh 

    temp=((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 
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    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    W=W+(i*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

Lh=Lh+W; 

W=0; 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(i*p0*((hd^(c+mh-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 
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        Lh=Lh+W; 

         Mean_number_of_handoff_jobs=Lh 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        %blocking probability of originating calls 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

         

Bo=0;        

j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= mo 

i=mo; 

temp = ((rhoa^sc/factorial(sc))*(or^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

Bo=Bo+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

 

j=mo; 

for i=sc+1:c %calculation n1=sc+1:S-1 & n2 = mo 
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     temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 

    Bo=Bo+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

  j=mo; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=S:mh-1 & n2=mo 

            temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 
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        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        Bo=Bo+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

     

end 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        Bo=Bo+(p0*((hd^(c+mh-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        Blocking_probability_of_originating_calls =Bo 

         

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        %blocking probability of handoff calls 
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        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

       

Bh=0; 

 

 i=mh;  %calculation when n1=mh & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((hd^i-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        Bh=Bh+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 
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    temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        Bh=Bh+(p0*((hd^(c+mh-sc)*(lamda^sc)*(or^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        Blocking_probability_of_handoff_calls=Bh 

         

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        %Actual arrival rate 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

         

        Actual_Arrival_Rate=(or*(1-Bo))+(hd*(1-Bh)) 
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        Arrival_rate=lamda 

        Mean_waiting_time=Mean_number_of_jobs/Actual_Arrival_Rate 

        Mean_waiting_time_originating_calls=Mean_number_of_originating_calls/(or*(1-Bo)) 

        Mean_waiting_time_handoff_calls=Mean_number_of_handoff_jobs/(hd*(1-Bh)) 
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Non Pre-Emptive Priority Handoff Scheme 

ord=5;  %originating data calls 

orv =5; %originating voice calls 

hdv=80;%handoff voice calls 

hd=10;  %handoff data calls 

 

for omega=1:4 

sd=15; 

sc=16; %shared channels 

mu=10; %service time 

mut=2; %drop out handoff data 

mud=3; %drop out handoff voice calls 

c=20; %total number of channels 

lamda = orv+ord+hdv+hd; 

lamda_d=hd+hdv; 

mo = 2; %originating calls queue length 

mh=2; %hand off calls queue length 
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rhoa = lamda/mu; 

p0=0; %probability of idle system 

 

for i=1:sd-1  %calculation from 1 to sc 

p0=p0+((rhoa^i)/(factorial(i)));     

end 

for i=sd:sc 

    p0=p0+(((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^i-sd))/((factorial(i))*(mu^i))); 

end 

 

j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= 1:mo 

for i=1:mo 

temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hd^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 
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end 

for i=sc:c-1 %calculation n1=sc:S-1 & n2 = 1:mo-1 

   for j=1:mo-1 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 

    p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

  end 

end 

for i=c:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c:mh-1 & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 
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        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

    end 

end 

 

j=mo; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=mo 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp1=temp1*(x*mut); 

    end 

    p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

end 
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j=mo; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1 

    temp=((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    temp2=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp2=temp2*(x*mut); 

    end 

    temp1=temp1*temp2; 

    p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

end 

j=0; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=0 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 
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    p0=p0+temp; 

end 

 

j=0; 

for i=c+1:c+mh 

    temp=((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    p0=p0+(temp/temp1); 

end 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 
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            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        p0=p0+((hdv^(c+mh-sc))*(lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hd^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1); 

        p0=1/p0; 

         

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

        %calculation of probabilities 

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

     p=p0;    

         

for i=1:sd-1  %calculation from 1 to sc 

p=p+(p0*((rhoa^i)/(factorial(i))));     

end 

for i=sd:sc 
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    p=p+(p0*((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^i-sd))/((factorial(i))*(mu^i))); 

end 

 

j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= 1:mo 

for i=1:mo 

temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hd^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

for i=sc:c-1 %calculation n1=sc:S-1 & n2 = 1:mo-1 

   for j=1:mo-1 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 
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    end 

    p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

  end 

end 

for i=c:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c:mh-1 & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 
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end 

 

j=mo; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=mo 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp1=temp1*(x*mut); 

    end 

    p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

 

j=mo; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1 

    temp=((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 
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    end 

    temp2=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp2=temp2*(x*mut); 

    end 

    temp1=temp1*temp2; 

    p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

j=0; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=0 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    p=p+(p0*temp); 

end 

 

j=0; 

for i=c+1:c+mh 

    temp=((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 
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    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    p=p+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        p=p+(p0*(hdv^(c+mh-sc))*(lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hd^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1); 

         

        X=p; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

        %calculation of mean queue length 

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

         

L=0;  

 

for i=1:sd-1  %calculation from 1 to sd-1 

L=L+(i*(p0*((rhoa^i)/(factorial(i)))));     

end 

for i=sd:sc  %calculation from sd:sc 

    L=L+(i*p0*((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^i-sd))/((factorial(i))*(mu^i))); 

end 

W=0; 

j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= 1:mo 

for i=1:mo 
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temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hd^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

W=W+(i*(p0*(temp/temp1))); 

end 

L=L+(j*W); 

W=0; 

for i=sc:c-1 %calculation n1=sc:S-1 & n2 = 1:mo-1 

   for j=1:mo-1 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 

    W=W+(j*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

   end 
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L=L+(i*W); 

W=0; 

end 

W=0; 

for i=c:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c:mh-1 & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(j*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 
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    L=L+(i*W); 

    W=0; 

end 

W=0; 

j=mo; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=mo 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp1=temp1*(x*mut); 

    end 

    W=W+(i*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

L=L+(j*W); 

W=0; 

j=mo; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1 %calculation when n1=C+1:mh-1 and n2=mo 

    temp=((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 
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    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    temp2=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp2=temp2*(x*mut); 

    end 

    temp1=temp1*temp2; 

    W=W+(i*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

L=L+(j*W); 

W=0; 

j=0; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=0 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    W=W+(i*p0*temp); 

end 
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L=L+W; 

W=0; 

j=0; 

for i=c+1:c+mh %calculation when n1=C+1:c+mh & n2=0 

    temp=((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    W=W+(i*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

L=L+W; 

W=0; 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 
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        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(i*j*p0*(((hdv^(c+mh-sc))*(lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-

sd)*(hd^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        L=L+W; 

         

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%          

       %mean number of handoff data calls 

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    

Lo=0;  

W=0; 

j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= 1:mo 

for i=1:mo 

temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hd^j)); 

temp1=1; 
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for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

W=W+(i*(p0*(temp/temp1))); 

end 

Lo=Lo+W; 

W=0; 

for i=sc:c-1 %calculation n1=sc:S-1 & n2 = 1:mo-1 

   for j=1:mo-1 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 

        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 

    W=W+(j*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

   end 

Lo=Lo+W; 

W=0; 
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end 

W=0; 

for i=c:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c:mh-1 & n2=1:mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(j*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 

    Lo=Lo+W; 

    W=0; 
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end 

W=0; 

j=mo; %calculation when n1=sc+1:c &n2=mo 

for i = sc+1:c 

    temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp1=temp1*(x*mut); 

    end 

    W=W+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

Lo=Lo+(j*W); 

W=0; 

j=mo; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c+1:mh-1 and n2=mo 

    temp=((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 
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        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

    end 

    temp2=1; 

    for x=1:mo 

        temp2=temp2*(x*mut); 

    end 

    temp1=temp1*temp2; 

    W=W+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

Lo=Lo+(j*W); 

W=0; 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 
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        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(j*p0*(((hdv^(c+mh-sc))*(lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-

sd)*(hd^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        Lo=Lo+W; 

         

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%          

       %mean number of handoff calls in queue 

   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    

Lh=0;  

W=0; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=c+1:mh-1 & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 
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        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 

    Lh=Lh+(i*W); 

    W=0; 

end 

W=0; 

j=0;  %n1=c+1:mh 

for i=c+1:c+mh 

    temp=((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:i-c 

        temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 
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    end 

    W=W+(i*p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

Lh=Lh+W; 

W=0; 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        W=W+(i*p0*(((hdv^(c+mh-sc))*(lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-

sd)*(hd^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        Lh=Lh+W; 

         %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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        %blocking probability of handoff data calls 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

         

Bo=0;        

j=sc; %calculation from n1=sc & n2= mo 

i=mo; 

temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hd^j)); 

temp1=1; 

for x=1:i 

temp1 = temp1*(sc*mu+x*mut); 

end 

Bo=Bo+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

 

j=mo; 

for i=sc+1:c %calculation n1=sc+1:S & n2 = mo 

     temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(i)*(mu^i)); 

    temp1=1; 

    for x=1:j 
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        temp1 =temp1* (x*mud); 

    end 

    Bo=Bo+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

end 

  j=mo; 

for i=c+1:c+mh-1  %calculation when n1=S:mh-1 & n2=mo 

            temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        Bo=Bo+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 
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end 

temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 

        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        Bo=Bo+(p0*(((hdv^(c+mh-sc))*(lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-

sd)*(hd^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

        Blocking_probability_of_handoff_data_calls =Bo; 

         

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        %blocking probability of handoff calls 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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Bh=0; 

 

 i=mh;  %calculation when n1=mh & n2=mo-1 

    for j=1:mo-1 

        temp = ((lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-sd)*(hdv^i-sc)*(hd^j))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)); 

        temp1=1; 

        for x=1:i-c 

            temp1=temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for w=1:j 

            temp2= temp2*(w*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        Bh=Bh+(p0*(temp/temp1)); 

    end 

 

    temp1=1; %n1=mh & n2=mo 
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        for x=1:mh 

            temp1= temp1*((c*mu)+(x*mud)); 

        end 

        temp2=1; 

        for j=1:mo 

            temp2=temp2*(j*mut); 

        end 

        temp1=temp1*temp2; 

        Bh=Bh+(p0*(((hdv^(c+mh-sc))*(lamda^sd)*(lamda_d^sc-

sd)*(hd^mo))/(factorial(c)*(mu^c)*temp1))); 

         

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        %Blocking probability of originating voice and data calls 

        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

   K=0;   

for i=1:sd-1  %calculation from 1 to sd-1 

K=K+(p0*((rhoa^i)/(factorial(i))));     

end 
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K 

        Probability_of_system_being_idle=p0 

       sum_of_all_probabilities=X 

         Mean_number_of_calls_in_system=L 

       Mean_number_of_handoff_data_calls_in_queue=Lo 

        Mean_number_of_handoff_voice_calls_in_queue=Lh 

       Blocking_probability_of_handoff_data_calls=Bo 

       Blocking_probability_of_handoff_voice_calls=Bh 

       Blocking_probability_of_originating_voice_and_data_calls=K 

       Actual_Arrival_Rate=(hd*(1-Bo))+(hdv*(1-Bh))+((orv+ord)*(1-K)) 

       Mean_waiting_time=Mean_number_of_calls_in_system/Actual_Arrival_Rate 

       Mean_waiting_time_handoff_data_calls=Lo/(hd*(1-Bo)) 

       Mean_waiting_time_handoff_voice_calls=Lh/(hdv*(1-Bh)) 

         

ord=ord+5;  %originating data calls 

orv = orv+5; %originating voice calls 

hdv=hdv+5;%handoff voice calls 

hd=hd+5;  %handoff data calls 
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Non-priority GE/GE/C/C 

   
  

          
  

        

          
   

        

          
                                                  

   
  

          
  

                 

          
                

   
          

          
                

 
   

        
             

                                                                                                                                              

  
          

          
                

  

          
               

 
   

        
            

  

          
                                                                  

Substituting eq(i) in eq(ii), we get 
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By substituting eq(i) in eq(iii), we get 
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Non priority GE/GE/C/N 
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Substituting eq(i) in eq(ii), we get 
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